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Grandeur Ideas for Spring 2014 with Whitehead Designs
With spring on the horizon, it’s time to start preparing your home for the new season. Inspired
by the rejuvenation and renewal associated with spring, Whitehead Designs’ luxurious
handcrafted furniture helps to create serenity in your home. Reflected in refreshing pastels and
delicate floral prints, Whitehead Designs adds a grandeur touch to your home this spring.
The bespoke nature of Whitehead’s work allows you to seamlessly introduce spring splendour
into your home. From the choice of fabric to the finishing touches, coupled with exquisite quality
and detailing in each piece of upholstery, your beautifully unique piece of furniture will
effortlessly complement the existing décor.
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Fabric by Margo Selby
Flat-sprung seat
Soft foam with dacron wrap seat cushions
Polished, turned wood legs
Price from £1,110 + fabric

Product name: Jive Chair
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Fabric by Swaffer
Flat-sprung seat
Soft foam with dacron wrap seat cushions
Polished, turned wood legs
Price from £1,110 + fabric

Product name: Jive Sofa
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Fabric by Swaffer
Flat-sprung seat
Soft foam with dacron wrap seat cushions
Polished, turned wood legs
Price from £1,485 + fabric for a two-seat

Product name (l-r):
Eclipse Bar Stools
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Fabric by Casamance
Webbed seat and back
Polished, tapered wood legs and stretchers
Chrome footrest
Hand-studded
Price from £795 + fabric

Blenheim Sofa
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Fabric by GP & J Baker
Coil-sprung seat
Duck feather & down seat and back cushions
Polished, turned wood legs
Brass or chrome castors
Polished, turned wood leg without castor also available
Price from £1,975 + fabric for a two-seat

Product name: Sandringham Sofa
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Fabric by GP & J Baker
Coil-sprung seat
Hollofibre seat cushions
Duck feather & down back cushions
Valanced base
Kenrick castors
Price from £1,435 + fabric for a two-seat

Product name: Ruskin Chair
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Fabric by Titley & Marr
Coil-sprung seat
Upholstered back
Duck feather & down seat cushions
Polished, tapered wood legs
Brass or chrome castors
Price from £1,210 + fabric

All Whitehead products are handcrafted from start to finish and take six to eight weeks to
produce from receipt of fabric.
For more information, visit www.whiteheaddesigns.com.
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